Wedding Details
and Prices
This is how we roll...

Hate reading? Scroll to page two. Everyone else; please continue.
We don’t offer the typical “packages” that you’ll find with other photographers. Instead, we prefer to charge
a reasonable rate for our time spent shooting and editing, and let the client decide what physical products are best
for them a la carte. We spend more time doing what we love (shooting and editing pictures, yay!) and less time trying to guess what combination of prints, wraps, and albums we think you’ll want (372 wallet-sized prints, right?).
We get what we want; you get what you want; everyone’s happy. And a happy photographer is a great photographer!
So here’s the deal: You get full day coverage of unlimited locations with your favorite photographer (that’s
me!) and an assistant who also doubles as a second shooter for the ceremony and reception. We’ll take a wide variety of detail, preparation, portrait, candid, and group shots to best capture the day - typically several thousand
photographs in total. After the wedding, we narrow those thousands of photos down to the best 10%, which are
then edited according to my style and taste. The final edited photographs are uploaded to a password-protected
gallery where you’ll be able to order prints and canvas wraps, or download high resolution copies for backup; the
images will remain accessible for 10 years. The entire process, from shooting to uploading, takes about four to six
weeks.
In addition to the day-of coverage listed above, we also like to take an hour or so out of our busy schedules
every couple months to hang out with the two of you and take some pictures. It lets us all get to know each other
and become comfortable working together, and also exposes any potential conflicts in personality that need to be
addressed (I have a really, really weird sense of humor, for example). It’s like dating, but for photographers. A few
days after our “date”, you’ll get a couple of edited photos to use however you see fit.
The price? $2,500, plus Wayne County sales tax (currently 6.5%).
Print Sizes and Prices*
4x6
$1
5x7
$2
8x10
$4
11x14
$7
Wallets (8)
$4

Wrap Sizes and Prices
16x24
$145
20x30
$175
24x36
$215
*Additional sizes available upon request.

Want more products? Cool! We can order lots of awesome stuff; just let us know what you’re looking for.
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$2,500 plus tax for services.
Full day coverage, unlimited locations.
One photographer + assistant/second shooter.
Detail, preparation, portrait, candid, and group shots.
Best 10% edited according to my style and taste.
Password-protected gallery, online for 10 years.
Order a la carte prints and canvas wraps
Download high res copies for backup.
Four to six weeks from shoot to upload.
Multiple engagement sessions included.
Free use of the engagement photos.
I have a really, really weird sense of humor.

Print Sizes and Prices*
4x6
$1
5x7
$2
8x10
$4
11x14
$7
Wallets (8)
$4

Wrap Sizes and Prices
16x24
$145
20x30
$175
24x36
$215
*Additional sizes available upon request.
Want more products? Just ask.
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